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Welcome to the fifth issue of NICE Magazine, a Nicework 
initiative that spreads the word about talented creatives and 
their work. Every issue, we select a theme to direct the 
curation and design of our content. For this issue we have 
chosen “Forks & Knives”, which is inspired by all things 
culinary. We invite you to join us for an aesthetic mix of design, 
illustration, advertising, art and publishing that celebrates food, 
cooking and eating in all its forms.

So what do we have on the menu for this issue? First up, we profile 
photographer Michael Muller who gives us an intimate portrayal of his 
creative process and his daily life. Our favourite food bloggers share 
recipes that are a delight to look at and even better to eat.  We showcase 
some really beautiful ceramics from Reiko Kaneko, as well as textile, 
ceramic and paper works from multi-talented illustration duo Zosienka 
& Rosie. We explore alternative dining experiences with our profiles on 
Sometimes Dining and Simply Saffron. Glasfurd & Walker show us how 
it’s done with their beautiful restaurant design and Kelli Anderson makes a 
difference with her design for a solar-powered popsicle truck. 

We also have some sterling industrial design for you to feast our eyes 
on from Aïssa Logerot, Yii and Studiomama. Our “Best in Show: Food 
Edition” rounds up the tastiest grub (in our humble opinion) available in 
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. Our features of illustrators Lina 
Forsgren, Amy Borrell and Ed Nacional also adds some creative flair to our 
culinary line-up.

For our regular “Ten Things” feature we asked our contributors to select 
and photograph a collection of personal objects inspired by food. We were 
well impressed with the results and we think you will too. Also expect some 
great food-inspired advertising and packaging design. 

A big thank you to everyone who played a part in making this issue happen.  
We couldn’t have done it without you. Thank you for your patience and 
sharing your amazing work with us.  We are really proud to showcase it.  
We look forward to bringing you another inspiring issue of awesome eye 
candy before the year is out. 

Thanks for reading!
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glasfurd & walker
Established in 2007, glasfurd & Walker’s idea-driven design has made this 

Vancouver creative agency one to watch. They work collaboratively with clients to 
create projects that are relevant as much as they are innovative.  

glasfurd & Walker’s portfolio of work covers all areas of design, from corporate 
identity design to packaging, print and publication design. 
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boutique sandwich shop, Meat and bread, called in the expertise of glasfurd & Walker to create their 
identity and brand design. Their directive was to create a strong, masculine identity and brand design that 
would communicate the restaurant’s simple approach.

“With a focus on daily roasted meat, a visual 
system Was needed to communicate What Was 
on offer each day. for this, a series of icons 
Were created Which complimented the core logo 
and extended the identity onto packaging for 
products and take out.”
The result was a clean and minimalist design with timeless appeal.

ISSUE 5 6
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glasfurd & Walker’s identity and brand design for Chinese brasserie bao bei draws inspiration from old Shanghai. The aim was to create 
an identity that was not heavily themed but rather brought together contemporary design with historical references to create a distinctive 
persona and atmosphere.
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one of their latest projects was the identity 
and packaging design for pizzeria farina, an 
Italian-style pizzeria.

“the concept behind 
the restaurant Was 
a simple one - do 
one thing Well. 
the client’s aim 
Was to create a 
simple, community-
focused, northern-
italian-inspired 
pizzeria. the menu is 
simple, casual and 
comfortable.” 
As part of the design, Italian phrases were 
used on the stationary and packaging to 
reflect the restaurant’s ethos. Table tops and 
grocery shelves are made from reclaimed 
wood and add colour to the clean white and 
red interior. Simple packaging was designed 
to showcase the quality of the artisanal 
Italian products made in the restaurant.

Take a look at glasfurd & Walker’s full 
portfolio for a banquet of great design and 
branding work.

All images copyright Glasfurd & Walker
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lina forsgren 

At the very young age of 20 years old, Swedish creative lina forsgren is already proving herself 
as a talented graphic designer and illustrator. She is currently completing a bachelors degree 
in Visual Communication at beckmans College of design and we have no doubt that it is only a 

matter of time before her talents are recognised further afield.

All images copyright Lina Forsgren
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AbC recipes combines lina’s passion for animal rights and ethical 
eating with her interest in design, typography and illustration:

“since i’m also a vegetarian and have 
always wanted to make a beautiful 
vegetarian cookbook i decided to 
make abc-recipes.”
The book contains 29 vegetarian recipes, one for each letter of the 
Swedish alphabet (A to Ö). Every letter is to hand-illustrated to 
show the ingredients needed for each recipe. 

“i also wanted to incorporate the 
old style of recipe cards to give it 
a genuine feeling and a different 
visualization of vegetarian recipes 
and food”
The recipe book is designed to help parents teach their children 
the alphabet while cooking healthy vegetarian meals together.

AbC recipes is only a taste of what this gifted Stockholm-based 
designer and illustrator is capable of. We highly recommend 
visiting her website for the full sum of her creative efforts.
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Q&A with 

MichAel Muller 
of 

Threading in The  
Choirs

Michael Muller is a man of few words and many pictures. 
We took some time to find out a little more about this 
talented young photographer, who manages to deftly 
capture the poetic nature of everyday moments.
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Tell us a little about yourself

I was born in San Diego, California and spent my 
childhood there. I have one brother who is a few years 
younger and is my best friend. My adolescence, high 
school and university years were lived in Texas.  
I’ve just recently moved to Brooklyn, New York, with  
my girlfriend who works as a literary archivist and 
freelance writer. I spend time as a musician as well 
as taking on freelance photo and design projects 
in addition to documenting my travels and daily 
observations on my blog.  
 
Who or what is your greatest inspiration?

Music is without a doubt the one great inspiration for 
me. It harnesses such a slew of emotions and splays a 
broad-expansive canopy that overarches every nook 
on earth. I’ve held a deep interest in music since I 
can remember and never tire of searching for new 
sounds. When I was a kid I asked a lot of questions of 
my parents like, “Dad, what was the best song ever 
written?”. He’d answer with something about the eye 
of the beholder and that there will never be a perfect 
song for everyone. Music is different based on the heart 
and condition of each individual listener. To me, that’s 
one of the only truly unique and personal experiences 
we can explore as humans. 
 
Digital photography or film photography?

When I first started taking photographs in the late 
1990’s, I was in high school. My first instrument was a 
small point-and-shoot 35mm camera my father bought 
me. I would wander in the forests and creeks near our 
home. I graduated to a SLR 35mm a couple years later.  
I tinkered around a little bit with Lomo and Holga 
before I just could no longer afford the film and 
processing with the rate I was shooting. I got a digital 
SLR in 2003 and used that same camera until just 
recently. It was literally taped together and had many 
quirks. I still use it as a backup but have a new shiny 
camera that has very much reinvigorated my energy to 
shoot more frequently.

Your photography seems to be focused on ordinary  
things - what motivates you to capture these  
everyday moments?

I feel that the grand spectrum of life is encompassed 
in the minute. There are monumental benchmarks and 
notches to point out significant moments, but the clear 
and quiet moments in between these hold a mystique 
that is fascinating to attempt to capture. Small motes 
of dust in the dusk-light through a pane or the soft and 
worn wood of an old shop’s flooring slip so easily from 
our memories. They float out as the hurried pace of 
life shuffles forward. I delight in collecting these small 
occurrences that happen all at once, everywhere, all the 
time, in an effort to slow the swatches of goodness I 
find around me.

New York is a central character in many of your 
photographs. What is it like living as a photographer in 
New York and how does the city inspire you?

New York is no doubt one of the liveliest places on 
the planet - a behemoth of culture at every angle. It is 
quite overwhelming to deal with. I’ve developed some 
sort of filtering system in the recent months in the 
context of what to cull out of the complete mania that 

abounds here. I try to keep an open hand and mind to 
things whilst retaining a slowness in having the throttle 
depressed. But, with that gigantic scope of culture and 
creativity swirling down every avenue, it’s inspiring 
to explore and come across something new and vital 
almost daily. 

Take us through your average day.

I have become very much a morning person in the  
past couple years. I usually wake at 6:30 or 7:00am 
and do some sort of physical exercise: sometimes 
bicycle or sometimes a run. My youthful metabolism 
is waning it seems. The summer in NYC, while not too 
hot temperature-wise, is quite humid. I combat this 
abhorrence with a cold shower each morning.  
Having spent the most of my life in Texas, I am  
inspired by its Tex-Mex cuisine, and thusly glean  
most of my recipes and cooking techniques from that 
milieu. I usually make breakfast tacos each morning.  
These consist of egg, peppers, onion, avocado and  
pico de gallo. After breakfast and a healthy 
consumption of coffee, I catch up on my emails,  
RSS feed and my normal rounds on the internet,  
before delving into projects I’m currently working 
on. I work from home so I typically go outside for an 
afternoon walk to run errands to break up the day.  
We eat dinner at home most nights: salads, grilled  
fish, vegetables and usually take in a TV program 
before what some people might consider an  
“old folks” bedtime. Right now we’re totally  
obsessed with Breaking Bad.

Where is your favourite place to eat and why?

My favorite place to eat in here in the city is called 
Cafe Gitane. There are two locations but I prefer the 
one in a small area called Nolita, which borders Soho 
in Manhattan. The food is French-Moroccan fare and 
the staff all have a particular garb associated with their 
position. The baristas all wear striped t-shirts and little 
caps, the cooks wear traditional French culinary smocks 
and the waitresses have these cutely cut green dresses. 
It’s a tiny place with barstools, a few tables and some 
outdoor seats under umbrellas on the sidewalk.  
The menu is really small but everything on it is just 
perfectly executed. I think firstly of Gitane for  
every morning meeting I have in the city and  
always suggest it as my first choice for any meal  
to friends visiting the city. 

If you could have dinner with anyone (real or imagined) 
who would it be?

I really am enamored with two particular Davids: Larry 
(David) and (David) Lynch. Very opposite in terms of 
their niche, but equally as interesting to me. I watch 
Twin Peaks every winter and have probably seen every 
episode of Seinfeld and Curb Your Enthusiasm about 10 
times over. Meeting either would be just delightful.

What would you eat if you knew your next meal would be 
your last?

I spend a fair amount of time making lists and ranking 
things in my top 3 or 5. One of these categories is 
hamburgers. They are the classic American pastime to 
me, (albeit not a very healthy one). For my last meal, 
I’d prefer my favorite burger-and-fries combo from 
Kincaid’s in Ft. Worth, Texas - paired with a  
Dr. Pepper to drink, of course.
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What are you reading at the moment?

I just bought Michael Dickman’s newish collection of 
poetry called Flies. I find a lush beauty in the simple 
marriage of starkly contrastive words to evoke a vast 
landscape or intimate thought. I have a handful of poets 
I follow closely, but wouldn’t call myself an overall poetry 
fanatic or anything. 

What are you listening to at the moment?

I just got a few records from various friends that are 
releasing new albums throughout this fall: Orcas, 
Christiana Vantzou, Goldmund, and Nils Frahm,  
amongst a few others - which are all stunning and 
marvelous records. They are all somewhat akin to  
each other in that they are all seemingly spartan and 
dark in their composition. Well worth investigating if  
you aren’t already familiar. Otherwise, I still  
(after several years of listening and following) am 
completely baffled and transfixed on the character  
and music of Frank Fairfield. He’s cut from a long-gone 
cloth of Americana and exudes all the characteristics 
from this era; mingling reworks of old traditional 
tunes with fiddle, banjo and guitar. There was a recent 
documentary made about him that has only refueled my 
fascination with him. Highly recommended.

What are you watching at the moment?

In addition to a few wonderful TV shows, I do find great 
joy in going to the movies. There is such a simple pleasure 
in the act of purchasing a ticket, sitting in a theater and 
watching a film on a big screen for me. My favorite thing 
I’ve seen this year was a film called Another Earth, which 
tells the story of a girl and a man brought together by 
some random act of fate. Above them a new earth has 
recently come into view that apparently holds an exact 
replica of the people and lives of the first earth. It is part 
sci-fi, but mainly centered around this girl’s dramatic life 
and her juxtaposing obsession between making things 
right in her own world while dreaming of the one now 
hovering above her. 

What websites do you visit for daily inspiration?

I’ve just found this Pinterest site, which is fun to  
map out your own inspirational images as well as  
those you follow. In addition to that, it’s really a broad 
gamut of subject matter from surfing and ocean-based 
imagery, to industrial design, architecture and art.  
I have a list of people that inspire me on my blog on a 
page called “Friends” that I follow closely. There is so 
much to sort and filter these days. It does take time but 
slowly I am narrowing my RSS feed to not swell too  
much as of late. 

What is the best advice you have ever received?

I’m not exactly sure if this wisdom was imparted  
directly to me or if I just heard it somewhere before  
it really resonated, but, it was the fact that the closing 
of doors always lends itself to the opening of others. 
There is a moment of sorrow when something expires 
or is shut. But, when it has passed, it births forward 
momentum and seeks new ground, which ushers forth 
new life. This life is surrounding us and it’s only up to us 
to open our eyes and hands to see and touch new things 
to carry us to the next. It’s a frame of reference, which 
reflects in gratitude and moves forward with optimism 
and newness.

Do you have any projects in the pipeline?

I did a couple of recent stories for my friend Tom and his 
blog, The Scout, as well as some contributions to the new 
Kinfolk Magazine - both of which are just brilliant. I feel very 
blessed to be a part of such projects. Otherwise, there are 
a few more photographic journeys and such I’d like to do 
before the New Year begins. We’ll see what transpires…

For more photographic eye candy follow Michael’s blog and 
twitter feed. 

All images copyright Michael Muller
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kelli anderson
kelli Anderson is an artist, designer, teacher and part-time tinkerer. from interactive paper to 
experimental websites, kelli churns out delightful creative projects from her studio - that also 

happens to house a 1919 letterpress and an assortment of other benevolent contraptions.
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All images copyright Kelli Anderson

We were particularly taken by her design for a solar-powered 
popsicle truck that was created to spread the world about solar 
energy in a fun and creative way. The project was initiated by 
Jason Anello, to promote a solar power company called Sungevity 
by visiting areas where the company operates to hand out free 
artisanal popsicles. The aim was simple:

“WITh ANy luCk, ThE 
CoMbINATIoN of SugAr, 
fACTS, ANd ThE ThrEAT-
of-huMANITy’S-SElf-
INflICTEd-dEMISE-oWINg-
To-dIrTy-ENErgy WIll  
bE pErSuASIVE ENough  
To gET SoME pEoplE  
off ThE grId”

The truck, which was originally a standard issue American 
mail truck, was specifically customised to operate using solar 
technology.  It was designed and assembled in 6 weeks.

kelli created the visual design of the truck, which is rendered in  
an eye-catching bright orange and covered with popsicle-inspired 
infographics about energy. As people queue around the truck, they 
are brought into close range of the infographics. The statistics are 
incredible. They quickly reveal that the amount of energy needed to  
fuel all human activity is trivial when compared to the amount of 
energy in a day’s worth of sunlight. yet, solar accounts for less than 
1% of all energy in the u.S!

Since the truck would be experienced at a variety of distances,  
the fact that it moves conceptually from “colorful stripe”  
to “popsicles” to “infographics” with diminishing distance is  
pleasing. The infographic-pops also allow for a lot of different  
types of solar power information in a very small space, which is 
probably more useful to the consumer than the nuts and bolts of  
how solar power works.

See? design can make a difference. find out all about kelli and her 
work by visiting her super cool website! 
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reiko 
kAneko

Reiko Kaneko established her design studio 
in London’s East End in 2007, after studying 

Art and Design at Central St. Martin’s College. 
She was born in Britain but spent most of 

her childhood in Japan, which influenced the 
inimitable blend of English and Japanese styles 

prevalent in her ceramics today.
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All images copyright Reiko Kaneko

She now specialises in ceramic design, creating British 
fine bone china tableware and home accessories with 
a Japanese twist. Reiko’s collections are produced by 
combining 3D modelling programmes with the more 
traditional expertise of makers from Stoke-on-Trent, 
England, which is known as the home of pottery.

The Drip Tease range is inspired by the everyday stains 
that we often leave behind when we use crockery, the 
unwanted marks we are often eager to remove. Reiko 
chose to subvert the negative connotations of these marks 
by turning them into something beautiful. Real gold and 
platinum stains were printed onto fine bone china elevating 
the everyday into a precious treasure.

Reiko’s collection has been stocked by established 
department stores such as Liberty and Selfridges in 
London, as well as luxury retailers in Hong Kong  
and the United States. The studio also offers a bespoke 
design service where Reiko works with the client from 
concept generation to production. Recent projects include 
custom-made ceramics for Heston Blumenthal’s three 
Michelin starred restaurant, The Fat Duck.
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StudioMAMA
Nina Tolstrup is the creative mind behind the industrial design 
company Studiomama. She studied design at Les Ateliers 
School of Industrial in Paris, after which she completed a BA 
in Marketing from the Business School in Copenhagen. It’s 
clear that Nina has just the right mix of creativity and business 
acumen. Nina designs products for companies as well as 
creating her own range of design products. 
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All images copyright Studiomama

The Outdoor Kitchen was designed for the TEN Plan project, 
where participating designers were asked to create instructions 
for a functional design object that could be constructed 
by anyone.  These objects were exhibited, along with their 
instructions, at 100% Design.

Nina’s clever design for an Outdoor Kitchen allows its users to 
prepare and cook food in the great outdoors. This nifty gadget 
comprises of a gas-hob, bucket sink, chopping board and storage 
for crockery, utensils and foodstuffs. Connecting the Outdoor 
Kitchen to a garden hose creates a water supply and wastewater 
is collected in a watering can below the sink to be reused.  
What smart and sustainable design!

Click here to download Nina’s design for the Outdoor Kitchen.
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Yii was conceived by the National Taiwan Craft 
Research Institute and the Taiwan Design Centre 
to cultivate the appreciation of traditional craft 
using contemporary design. The first Yii Collection 
showcases how ancient Taiwanese culture can be 
utilised to produce designer contemporary objects.

Moon Rabbit Cup is an interpretation of the  
Chinese fairytale about a rabbit on the moon. 
The rabbit sips water along the lip of the cup and 
looks at its inverted image in the water that fills 
the cup, which can also reflect the moon. The story 
is celebrated every autumn in Taiwan during the 
Moon Festival celebrations. 

Yii  
Moon rAbbit  

cup

Moon Rabbit Cup is the product  
of a creative collaboration between 

designer Hsiao-ying Lin and 
ceramicist Jun-ching Tang.  

The two creatives were brought 
together through their  

involvement in Yii. 

“in taiwanese philosophy, 
Yii meaning change and 
transformation, is believed to 
be the underlying  
law of nature.”

All images copyright Yii
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“when a spoon met chopsticks”

SpoonpluS 
 

Spoonplus is a hybrid-eating utensil created by Aïssa Logerot that combines chopsticks 
with a spoon. Spoonplus is designed for use in Japanese meals, where the first dish is 

traditionally a miso soup followed by sushi, sashimi and rice. The functional elements of 
the utensil can be used together or separately.
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Aïssa is known for his environmentally focused 
and pared down approach to design:

“As a designer, I do not 
conceive a particular 
aesthetic ideal,  
I especially  
appreciate the 
simplicity of forms 
reflecting the  
evidence of a  
function,  
of a use”

All images copyright Aïssa Logerot

By combining traditional skills with industrial design, Aïssa creates elegantly simple designs that are functional 
as much as they are beautiful. 

He has won a number of awards including the Grand Prize for Creation of the City of Paris, The Reddot Award 
2009 and the Cinna Competition 2010. Find out more about this bright, young design star by visiting his website. 
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ed nAcionAl
When we saw the creative work of freelance graphic 

designer and illustrator, Ed Nacional, we were completely 
bowled over. This talented fellow seems to continually 

churn out simple and elegant design, executed with 
sophistication. Maybe it has to do with the fact  

that he lives in one of the world’s top  
creative capitals: New York City, or maybe he  
is a design/illustration superhero fuelled by  

some secret potion (coffee). Whatever his secret,  
we like what he is doing.

“Pit Quick” is one of our favourite illustrations - a 
minimalist infographic of how to slice and eat an 
avocado. Avocados are our favourite fruit  
and Ed did a mighty fine job of celebrating it.  
Our only suggestion would be to add some salt 
and lemon into the mix. Delicious.

Why not drop by his website for some design-
orientated inspiration?
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sometimes dining
gone are the days when a meal at a restaurant was the only option on the 

culinary and social menu. Today, faced with limited budgets and a desire to 
reconnect in a non-digital manner, people are looking for alternative dining 

experiences that offer something different from the norm.

Sometimes dining is an alternative dining initiative created by cake  
decorator ben Turner, music designer Matt papich and furniture restorer 
phillip kerrigan. located in the Waverly neighbourhood of baltimore, these 
three gentlemen offer locals an opportunity to enjoy affordable and delicious 
food in an informal setting. 

ben describes their beginnings: 

“sometimes Was a Way to make a food 
platform that is not common in america. 
shifting the function of the dining 
experience and its current conventions, 
traditions and formalities made a 
different space for people to come 
together. sometimes had both a sense of 
casualness, as Well as a formal quality, 
and our approach to the food Was 
playful, blurry, and genuine.”

The Sometimes Dining Team

Cooks :  
Ben Turner, Matt Papich, Phillip Kerrigan

Servers : 
Heidi Gustafson, Devon Deimler, Sofia Rodriguez, Ashley North Compton, Gabe Snyder

Images copyright Joyce Kim
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Images copyright Phil Kerrigan

“Often times, fOr me, the  
best part Of sOmetimes  
wOuld be in the days after 
we cOOked, while lOOking at 
phOtOs that friends wOuld  
take during the meal. the first 
few phOtOs might be Of the 
fOOd but the cameras wOuld 
sOOn shift tO the peOple at 
the table. the fOOd might have 
been what brOught them tO 
the table, but the cOnnectiOns 
fOrmed by everyOne sharing  
a cOmmOn experience kept  
them cOming back.”
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Each function is unique, with the three cooks bringing their own approach into the mix to negotiate 
a final menu. people book online and the donations for each event funds the next. “My favorite 
moments from Sometimes come from our mid-meal toast”, says Matt, “sharing a shot or cocktail 
with our guests and as glasses are raised you could check out all the guests and size them up, 
some nervous, some already drunk, some mistrusting, others completely enlightened, and with 
the deliverance of a fully surrealist “toast”, you could see who was really who out there.”

Sometimes dining is ultimately about the social aspect of eating, of course the tasty food is a  
draw card, but good food can be found in more commercial environments. What makes  
Sometimes dining unique is their ability to get people to connect by sharing a meal through  
small informal gatherings.

Images copyright Phil Kerrigan All images copyright Sometimes Dining

unfortunately Sometimes dining is currently on  
an indefinite hiatus. but we hope that we will  
see them cooking up a storm in the near future.  
Take a look at their website for documentation  
of their previous events.
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simply saffron
Simply Saffron is one of Johannesburg’s best-kept  

culinary secrets. led by chef ridwaan lockhart, Simply Saffron 
offers cooking classes to food enthusiasts in search of discovering 

the alchemical processes behind Indian dishes. 
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Simply Saffron takes a hands-on approach, where participants learn about fusing simple ingredients, cooking techniques, exotic 
herbs and spices through practical experience. To complete the experience, participants are also given the opportunity to partake 
in yoga sessions prior to the preparation an enjoyment of the meal. A great communal way to learn and eat!

Simply Saffron also offers bespoke catering services for all occasions and tastes (they are vegan and vegetarian-friendly).  
To find out more about their classes and catering visit their website.

All images copyright Simply Saffron
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AMY borrell
Amy Borrell is a Melbourne-based creative with a flair for pastel-hued, 
whimsical illustrations. She spends her days working in a little studio 
making bits and pieces for all kinds of interesting and lovely clients, 
including the popular Australian publication Frankie Magazine. 
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At the moment Amy is working on her first children’s book, dabbling in a little furniture 
making, mastering her Nikon FG and dreaming of far away lands. She is also rather 
fond of drinking tea.

For this issue, we have chosen a delicious selection of her food-inspired illustrations 
to wet your appetite. Be sure to visit her website: Cake with Giants, where you can see 
Amy’s full portfolio. Rendered in the colour palette of pale macarons, her beautifully 
delicate illustrations are sure to delight. She also has a blog where she features recent 
projects. If you would like to get your hands on one of her prints visit her online shop.

All images copyright Amy Borrell
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linuS krAeMer
Before studying Graphic Design, Linus studied Engineering Mathematics, 

which explains the technical approach he adopts when tackling  
creative projects. He currently works as a freelance designer in  

London and produces illustrations every now and then.
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360 Degrees of Cake was one of Linus’s first illustration projects. Originally designed as a 
birthday present for his friend Lizzie Evans, 360 Degrees of Cake soon became the best selling 
print in his ever-expanding portfolio. 

Linus now has work in several London stores and galleries. He was recently commissioned  
to create an illustrated map of Rome for an article in Wallpaper Magazine. Follow Linus’s blog  
for more updates on his current and future projects or take a look at his website.

All images copyright Linus Kraemer
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ben JohnSton 

The work of 24 year-old graphic designer and typographer  
Ben Johnston  will make you second-guess your creative abilities. 

Yes, he is that good. 
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All images copyright Ben Johnston
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We were particularly taken with one of ben’s self-initiated 
projects, where he created chopping boards by laser-
engraving typography onto old wine barrel lids. The grain 
of the wood coupled with beautiful custom typography, 
transforms a rather insignificant object into a striking piece 
of sustainable design. We would probably do some really 
bad things to get our hands on one.

ben is part of foundry, a Cape Town design studio that specialises 
in custom typography, illustration and branding. he is currently 
collaborating with a fashion designer to create a clothing line, as well  
as developing the interior and branding for a nightclub in Cape Town.  
We can’t wait to see what he comes up with next.
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zosienka & rosie 
illustration

Zosienka gibbs and rosie lovelock are two london-based artists with 
a knack for creating delicate and fanciful illustrations. Their story first 

began when they met over a lion-shaped biscuit at biscuiteers,  
a splendid baking company south of the river Thames. 
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After discovering that they shared a similar creative approach, Zosienka and rosie pounced on the opportunity to 
create their own range of gifts and treasures. They have since created a variety of paper goods, textiles and  
ceramics- each handmade using traditional techniques and materials from the finest british suppliers.

“We take a playful approach to design and decoration, 
illustrating a menagerie of mischievous characters 
With delicate and graceful pen strokes.”
one of their latest projects is a range of hand-painted ceramics, which were created in conjunction with Stitched 
Ceramics. We are also particularly fond of their tea towel range that features an interesting assortment of 
characters. Their stationary range puts mass produced greeting cards to shame by offering a more bespoke  
and meaningful option for celebrating special events. 

don’t miss out, be sure to visit their website for more illustrated delights. If you like what you see, you can buy 
something from their online store.  
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All images copyright Zosienka & Rosie
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All images copyright Catherine Ball
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Food Blogger Feast
The first decade of the 21st century has been 
marked by the rise of bloggers.  In February 
of this year, the tally for public blogs came 
out close to 200 million. Blogs, along with 
social media platforms, have encouraged a 
more collaborative and transparent culture 
of communication, which has fundamentally 
changed the way information is spread  
and exchanged.

Having a popular blog often translates into  
power and prestige. Fashion bloggers now 
populate the upper echelons of sartorial  
society, sitting front and centre at all the major 
fashion shows. Political blogs play a pivotal in 
breaking and shaping news stories, often before 
major news stations do. Even corporate’s have 
jumped onto the band wagon, creating  
brand-specific blogs to promote their wares.

Food bloggers are doing just a well. Through 
their appetising photography and tasty recipes, 
food bloggers make cooking and eating a 
communal affair that transcends geographical 
and cultural boundaries. Given that this 
issue is food-orientated, we handpicked four 
exceptional food bloggers to share a recipe (or 
two). We hope it gets you back into the kitchen.
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Sarah Britton is a holistic nutritionist, vegetarian chef and  
the creator of the award-winning blog My New Roots.  
She is currently a chef at not one but two organic restaurants  
in Copenhagen, Denmark, where she has earned praise for  
her creative and adventurous recipes. 

Sarah is also the founder of New Roots Holistic Nutrition, where 
she educates others on how to be an active participant in their 
own health and healing. She shared some vegan recipes with 
us that are tasty and health-conscious.

My New Roots

Nut Milk

I hate to break it to you, but 
making nut milk at home is 
disappointingly easy. Yes, 
you can brag to your friends 
about it, take a bottle to show 
off at work, but make sure no 
one finds out how simple it is - 
you will look silly. 

video!

watch the video

All images copyright My New Roots

All you need to make nut milk is your  
favorite nut (or a combination –  
get creative!), water, a blender, and a 
strainer. Of course a nut milk bag is the  
most convenient, but don’t let that stop  
you – there are all kinds of things you  
can use instead, which I mention in  
the video. You can even flavour the  
nut milk with vanilla, raw honey, agave  
or dates. Delicious!

I hope you get the same kick out of making 
nut milk that I do. Once you taste the 
difference between home made and store 
bought nut milk, I am pretty sure you’ll be 
convinced to make the switch! You can use 
nut milk anywhere you use regular milk - in 
cooking, baking, smoothies, coffee and 
tea and of course on your breakfast cereal. 
Not to mention that the nut milk you make 
yourself is totally natural, raw, sugar-free, 
additive-free, and preservative-free, so it’s 
the best choice for your health. Always. 
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Raw Nut Pulp Hummus

Wondering what to do with that leftover nut pulp from the Nut Milk recipe? Well, waste not,  
want not! Here is a recipe for Raw Nut Pulp Hummus that’s at the top of my yummy list, even if it 
is made from leftovers. So creamy, bright and fresh, this confident dip will stand up next to any 
chickpea version. It’s not a pity hummus; it’s the real deal. In fact, I would even go so far to say  
the new reason for making nut milk, is Raw Nut Pulp Hummus. Whoa.

This dip is not only tasty it is sooo healthy too. Remember back when I talked about soaking your nuts? Tee hee. 
Well, this recipe absolutely follows those principles, with the addition of calcium-rich tahini, alkalizing lemon, and 
stimulating spices. 

You can use whatever nut pulp you have leftover – almond, brazil, cashew, macadamia, hazelnut, sunflower, sesame, 
pumpkin seed – because it will all work with the following recipe. Obviously, different nuts and seeds have different 
tastes, so you may need to adjust the seasonings to suit you, but I would always suggest that anyway. The amount of 
nut pulp the recipe calls for should be nearly exact to what you have leftover from making my version of nut milk in the 
video, which yields about 4 cups (1 liter) of nut milk.

Ingredients: 

1 ¼ cup nut pulp (leftovers from making nut milk from this recipe) 
1 fat clove garlic 
4 Tbsp. lemon juice 
2 Tbsp. water 
4 Tbsp. raw tahini (or other raw nut butter) 
1 tsp. ground cumin 
¼ tsp. crushed chilies or cayenne pepper 
Pinch sea salt and pepper 

Method: 

1. In a food processor, pulse to mince the garlic. Add everything but the  
nut pulp and blend until creamy.

2. With the motor running, slowly add the nut pulp a few spoonfuls at  
a time until you have everything well blended. If desired, add more water, 
one tablespoon at a time, until the desired consistency is reached. 

3. Serve. Store leftovers in an airtight container in the fridge. (Remember that 
the nut pulp will last for up to seven days, so make your hummus quickly after 
the nut milk!) 

Helpful Tips: 

If you are not using your pulp right away, put it in the fridge in a sealed 
container. It will keep for about a week, so if you don’t really plan on 
using it by that time, you have two options to extend the pulp’s shelf life: 

•	 Freezing is the easiest and fastest way to carry on with your day 
and forget about the pulp, but you will have to take the time to 
defrost it prior to using it in your recipes. Put it in a plastic zipper  
bag or any sealed container — of course glass is always better 
when freezing food. 

•	 Dehydrating the pulp is the basis for making almond flour, which 
will give a finer texture to your preparations. Just spread the pulp 
as evenly and thinly as you feel like over a teflex dehydrator sheet 
or baking tray and let it become completely dry. Then pulverize it 
in the blender and keep in a sealed container.

Love to you all! Thanks for making nut milk and being so conscious of 
not wasting food. High fives all around. 
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Island Menu is a Tasmanian food and photography blog  
written by two friends: Samuel Shelley and Catherine Miller.  
Their recipes have a strong focus on seasonal food sourced 
from the abundant fresh produce available in Tasmania. 

“With Island Menu we hope to share recipes that are simple 
yet full of flavor and present them in our photographs in a 
way that is both sincere and honest. We don’t claim to be the 
greatest cooks in the world – far from it – we just love creating 
new recipes and taking photos.”

Samuel shared his experience of fishing for Bluefin Tuna with us, 
which is accompanied by a delicious recipe. 

Island Menu

Southern Bluefin Tuna with Truffled Horseradish & Lemon Mash
This recipe comes from one of the best days fishing I have ever had. 

The tuna for this recipe was caught from Pedra Branca, which is about 26km South of the southern most tip of mainland 
Tasmania. Known for its large waves and equally large game fish, the lure of 100kg plus tuna and calm swell on this day 
was too much to pass up. We were up at 3am and were greeted with below freezing temperatures for the 2 hour-long 
trip to Southport to launch. After a tricky bar crossing in the dark, we were on our way.

Not far out of Southport we spotted birds diving and fish busting out of the water – the lures were soon in. We boated 
two schools of Bluefin, but with the promise of larger fish at Pedra, we kept going. It was a fair bit rougher than the 
5-knot forecast predicted with swells reaching into the 2 meters plus territory plus a short NE chop. Bigger than what we 
expected but perfect Bluefin fishing weather.

We soon picked up another two fish – one was a bit better, weighing in at 30kg. We decided that was enough tuna 
for a while and bottom fished for stripy trumpeter. By about 1pm we had enough fish so we headed home. On the way 
back up we came across seals, gannets and Bluefin busting through a school of bait. It was an amazing sight. Picking 
up one more Bluefin we decided that was enough, so we cracked a beer and sat back and watched the show.

When I looked at the 10kg of fish in my fridge I thought I might try and do something a bit different with it. I had it in my 
head that Bluefin would go well with white truffle oil, and guess what – it does. 

Ingredients:

1 decent chunk of Bluefin tuna 
(approximately 400g)
2 Tbsp. capers
250g floury potatoes
200g butter
1/2 cup milk
2 heaped Tbsp. of good 
horseradish
A few drops of white truffle oil
Pepper and salt
Juice from 1 lemon
2 egg yolks
Olive oil

Method:

1. Rub black pepper, olive oil and a little salt on the Bluefin and let it come up to room temp. Sear all sides in a hot pan, 
and then let it sit for a bit.

2. Boil potatoes, drain and put through a ricer and put back on a low heat. Then add milk, lemon juice and 
horseradish.

3. Whisk in the butter slowly and add a little white pepper and salt to taste. Add 1 egg yolk and keep whisking.  
Then let cool and whisk the other egg yolk in.

4. Add truffle oil – be really careful, as it is really strong. Taste and add more lemon and horseradish if required.
5. Slice the tuna and serve with capers and a little of the mash as a sauce – you don’t need much as it is really rich.

If you would like to find out more about Samuel and Catherine’s fishing experience, take a look at their video. 

All images copyright Island Menu
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Kimberley Hasselbrink is the multi-talented lady behind  
The Year in Food, a food blog that celebrates and highlights the 
best of what is in season through fresh, inspired recipes  
and photography.

With a background in art and design, Kimberley’s eye for colour 
and aesthetics comes out with each blog post. Make sure 
you aren’t hungry when you visit her blog, otherwise you’ll be 
ravenous by the end of it. She contributes twice monthly to the 
Etsy blog and lives in San Francisco.

Kimberley chose a recipe that is perfect for the hot South 
African summer season. We think its heaven on a stick…

The Year in Food

Berry & Mint Ice Pops
Yield: 8 popsicles (using 3 ounce molds)

I’ve chosen this recipe for a number of reasons: first, it marks a change in how I approach 
photography, especially as it relates to food. It felt really good to think about what I was 
photographing somewhat abstractly, in terms of color and form, and to not worry as much about 
being attached to a finished food image. I also love these ice pops because they speak so perfectly 
of summery nostalgia and lazy days and all of those lovely activities associated with summer. 

Ingredients:

1 cup raspberries
1 cup blackberries
1 cup sliced strawberries
1/3 cup sugar
1/3 cup water
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons finely minced fresh mint

Method:

1. Combine raspberries, blackberries and sliced strawberries with the lemon juice and mint in a mixing 
 bowl. Mash the berries a bit with the back of a large wooden spoon. Let this mixture sit for about a  
half hour to macerate.

2. Meanwhile, combine the sugar and water in a small saucepan and simmer until the sugar is dissolved. 
Let cool for about five minutes, then combine with the berry mixture.

3. Using a glass measuring cup with a spout, carefully pour the berry mixture into your popsicle molds.
4. Freeze for six hours. If your popsicles stick to the moulds, hold them under warm running water to loosen.

All images copyright The Year In Food
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Over two years ago, Californian photographer 
Erin Scott decided to pursue her love for all things 
culinary by starting a blog called Yummy Supper. 

What started as a place for Erin to share recipes  
and talk about food with friends, soon transformed 
into a highly successful food blog. Using her skills  
and experience as a photographer in the  
fashion and design industry, this life-long foodie 
and home cook was able to translate her culinary 
pursuits into beautifully photographed and 

documented blog posts. Erin continues to bring a fresh and lush aesthetic to her work as a  
food photographer, cook and writer. 

She currently lives in the San Francisco area with her husband and two kids, where they  
grow organic fruit, vegetables, and herbs in their small backyard garden.  

Yummy Supper

Slow Roasted Tomatoes

This recipe is for those of you who find yourself drooling over the huge piles of summer produce at the 
market. Fresh tomato salads are a seasonal delight not to be missed. That said, the rich, sweetness 
of an oven-roasted tomato is just as delectable…especially the caramelized taste of this slow roasted 
version

Ingredients: 

900g fresh ripe tomatoes  
Olive oil 
Sea salt 
Optional: 1 Tbsp. sugar

Method: 

1. Preheat your oven to 95 degrees Celsius (or the lowest setting). Slice small tomatoes in half and spread them out, 
skin side down, over a metal baking sheet. (If you are using big heirloom tomatoes, cut them into quarters or even 
eighths). Lightly drizzle olive oil over the tops of the tomatoes. Sprinkle generously with sea salt. Sprinkle on a bit of 
sugar too, just to add to that caramely goodness.  

2. Check on your tomatoes after a couple of hours and see what you think. People cook tomatoes in this fashion and 
leave them in a low temperature oven for anywhere from 1.5 to 6 hours. I find that they are just right for me after 
about 3 hours.  

3. You can go ahead and eat the roasted tomatoes right away - I warn you… they are hard to resist. But if you want 
to keep a taste of summer for a cold autumn day, you have a couple of options. First, you can place the roasted 
tomatoes in a jar, cover them with olive oil and keep in the fridge until later. Or toss the roasted tomatoes in a 
plastic freezer bag, and they’ll keep even longer.

All images copyright Yummy Supper
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Spicy Quinoa with Tangerines, Pistachios and Herb Puree 

When we were living in Bali 
last year, I often bought these 
amazing tangerines. Stunned 
by the visual contrast of their 
vibrant green skins containing ripe 
orange flesh, I wanted to create 
a recipe to celebrate the unusual 
beauty of this citrus. (Though, 
please note that any tangerine 
or orange would work well here). 
After adding a little of this and 
a little more of that, I came up 
with a dish that is sweet, savoury, 
spicy, salty and wholesome all in 
one bowl. This quinoa dish could 
easily be a vegetarian main 
course, or it would be a delicious 
accompaniment to grilled 
chicken or fish. 

Ingredients: 

1 ½ cups quinoa (brown rice can also be used in this recipe) 
1/3 cup fresh tangerine juice 
1/3 cup olive oil 4 tsp. lime juice (approximately 3 limes) 
1 tsp. sea salt 
Pinch of fresh ground black pepper 
1 or 2 jalapenos, de-seeded and chopped 
1 cup (loosely packed) fresh coriander leaves + extra for garnish 
1/2 cup (loosely packed) fresh mint leaves + extra for garnish 
1/2 cup pistachios 
2 large or 4 small tangerines 
1/2 cup crumbled feta

Method: 

1. Rinse the quinoa several times. Then combine quinoa with 3 cups of water in a large saucepan.  
Bring water to a boil. Cover and simmer for 10-15 minutes or until grain is tender and cooked.  
Rinse with cold water. Let cool to room temp. 

2. In a blender, combine tangerine juice, olive oil, lime juice, 1-teaspoon salt, black pepper,  
chopped jalapeno, 1 cup coriander leaves, and 1/2 cup mint leaves. Blend until you have a nice  
vibrant green puree.  

3. Prepare tangerines: Peel 2 large (or 4 small) tangerines. Set aside tangerine slices/sections.  
4. Toss room temperature quinoa and dressing together. Scoop a mound of dressed quinoa onto each 

plate. Scatter tangerine, pistachios, feta and the remaining fresh herbs over the top.  Enjoy! 
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Best in Show 

 The Food Edition

Best Breakfast 

• Eggs benedict at Hemelhuijs, Cape Town

• Fry up at Tasha’s, Johannesburg • Poached egg 

in a toast basket at NICE on 4th, Johannesburg • 

French toast at Superette, Cape Town • Oats at 

Vovo Telo 

Best Burger

• Lamb burger at Olympia Cafe & Deli, Kalk Bay  

• Salvation burger at Salvation Café, 

Johannesburg • Mighty burger at Fresh Earth, 

Johannesburg • Chili burger from Burger Bar  

(try their thin-cut curly fries)

Best Milkshake

• Avocado and mint milkshake at Royale Eatery, 

Cape Town • Banana milkshake at The Dollhouse, 

Johannesburg • Chocolate milkshake at The 

Gourmet Garage, Johannesburg • Peanut butter 

milkshake at Hudsons, Cape Town

Best Steak

• Wombles is tough to beat, Johannesburg • Grillhouse, 

Johannesburg • Steak Inn  • Chocolate chili steak at 

Madame Zingara 

Best Food Market

• Deli-style food and drink from the 

Neighbourgoods Market, Cape Town and 

Johannesburg • Organic lamb rolls, crayfish and 

oysters from Bay Harbour Market, Hout Bay  • The 

Slow Foods Market, Stellenbosch

Best Fresh Produce Market

• Irene Village Market, Pretoria • Durban Wholefoods 

Market, Durban Organic • Bryanston Organic and 

Natural Market, Johannesburg

Best Health-Conscious Eatery

• Skinny Legs and All, Cape Town • Fresh Earth, 

Johannesburg • The Greenside Café, Johannesburg  

– their vegan pizza is delicious

Best Teatime Spot

• Dear Me • Sunday tea service at the Westcliff Hotel   

• Contessa Tea Shop, Johannesburg • Rosemary Hill 
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Best Seafood

• Hake and chips at Altona Fisheries, Cape Town  

• Grilled calamari in garlic butter at Troyeville Hotel, 

Johannesburg • Crispy prawns at Kashif’s Fusion Food, 

Johannesburg • Surf and turf at Crawdaddy’s, Pretoria

Best Pizza

• Lamb pizza at Woodlands Eatery, Cape Town  

• The Percy Special at Lapa Fo, Johannesburg  

• Roasted butternut, feta, sage and pumpkin seed pizza 

at Toni’s Pizza, Pretoria • Artichoke, olive, ricotta cheese 

and Black Forest ham pizza from Nook Eatery (only on 

Fridays), Stellenbosch

Best Pie

• Lamb neck and mint pie at Bar Bar Black Sheep,  

Riebeek Kastel • Chicken pie at Maggie’s Farm, Lanseria

Best Dessert
 

• Chocolate fondant served with vanilla  

ice cream at Woodlands Eatery, Cape Town  

• Orange and Amarula crème brulee  at Bistro 

Vine, Johannesburg • Indian Sweets at Shalimar 

Delights, Johannesburg • Grapefruit Meringue Tart 

at Eatery JHB, Johannesburg

Best Bar

• A good selection of beers, wine and spirits at Booradley’s, 

Cape Town • Half café, half bar, this is the new hang out for 

the cool kids at The Power and the Glory, Cape Town  

• Exclusive rooftop bar Randlords, Johannesburg

Best Coffee

• Bean there, Johannesburg • Deluxe Coffeeworks,  

Cape Town  • Field Office, Cape Town  

• POST, Johannesburg 

read 

more

Best Sandwich

• Jason’s Pulled Pork Belly Sandwich at Jardine,  

Cape Town • Thai-chicken sandwich from  

Cheyne, Cape Town

Best Cake

• Little Bakery Carrot Cake at Field Office, Cape Town  

• Red Velvet Cupcakes at Wolves, Johannesburg

Best Mexican Food

• Tapas at El Burro, Cape Town • Nachos from San Julian 

Taco & Tequila, Cape Town • Lucha Tacos at Market on 

Main, Johannesburg

Best Indian Food

• Prawn Curry at Vintage India, Johannesburg  

• Kadai Vegetable Curry at Mantra,  

Johannesburg • Shunarga, Johannesburg   

• Bunny Chow at Golden Peacock Curry Pavilion, 

Oriental Plaza, Johannesburg  • Korma at Curry 

Corner, Johannesburg • Samosas from Little 

Gujarat, Durban

Best Meze
 

• Parea, Johannesburg  

Best Sushi
 

• Minato, Cape Town • Takumi, Cape Town

Best Prego
 

• Diaz Tavern, Cape Town • Eira Moura, Johannesburg  

• BOAT, Johannesburg

Best Ribs

• Rhodesian Rawhide, Johannesburg

Best Ice Cream

• Tilly’s Hand Made Ice Cream, Cape Town  

• Trieste Café, Johannesburg

Best Soup

• Karen’s Soup at The Kitchen, Cape Town

• Courgette Soup at Bar Bar Black Sheep, Riebeek Kasteel

Best Beer

• &Union, Cape Town (but you can get it at Wolves and 

the Neighbourgoods Market in JHB)

Best New Restaurant

• The Leopard, Johannesburg • Eatery JHB, Johannesburg 

• Woodlands Eatery, Cape Town

read 

more
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POST is one of our favourite places to visit  
in the revitalised cultural precint  
in Braamfontein. 

POST serves up some of the tastiest coffee 
we’ve had in awhile. It’s also a great place to 
hang out, work and meet people.

Image of POST by Leon Krige

read 

more

We did a quick Q&A with 
the people behind POST. 

POSTPOST
What makes POST different from your  
run-of-the-mill restaurant or eatery?

To put it simply, we are passionate about the 
food and coffee that we serve and equally 
passionate about the people we serve it to.  

Who are the people behind POST?

Claudia and Eric run an architectural firm called 
Boom Architects. Adrian runs a multi-faceted 
media company called Deconstruction.  
We have all worked together in the past and 
from inception the idea of POST progressed 
quite organically and felt natural. 

This been said, we would be nowhere without 
the guys who work at POST every day; David 
Hayes our manager and Chef came in right at 
the beginning and is always working at getting 
the best out to our customers. Sabelo Mayile, 
in our opinion, is one of the best Barista’s 
in the country; Alan Shenton is a part-time 
Barista and full-time muso with the band 
Zebra and Giraffe; Donovan Wright studies 
philosophy and helps Dave when he’s in the 
shop and Shannnon Schmidt started recently 
but is now a big part of POST.

Why did you choose Braamfontein as the 
location of your eatery?

Around the same time last year we all found 
ourselves working in the Braamfontein area 
on different projects. Adrian was looking 
for future retail space and Eric and Claudia 
were doing work on a heritage building. We 
had worked together previously, so when 
presented with an opportunity to possibly 
take ownership of the corner spot at 70 Juta 
we started thinking and talking about what 
the area deserved and how we could possibly 
help facilitate that in a simple and honest 
way. And so the idea of POST began to take 
shape. One of our main motivations was a 
warm, welcoming public space in the city 
where people could pop in quickly and get a 
really great cup of coffee and a wholesome, 
delicious meal. We also wanted to open early 
to cater for those in between times of going to 
work or getting up and starting your day that 
seem to be ignored by the larger eateries. 

POST has a very unique atmosphere  
and interior. How did you go about  
creating the space?

We have a background in design between us 
and decided to do as much as we could do by 
ourselves. We thought about what could be 
re-used and salvaged from the neighbouring 
buildings and how we could put it together 
simply and cleverly. The timber is all planked 
by Claudia’s father off reclaimed silver oak and 
the counters were manufactured and  
installed by ourselves. The barstools, wooden 
school chairs, lights, steel supports, and some 

others bits and pieces were all salvaged from 
the area and refurbished. We wanted to keep 
it as simple as possible, only using what was 
needed and keeping it as functional as possible. 
Our kitchen is smaller than 8sq.m so everything 
needs to be very efficient!

Your coffee is famous as one of the best  
in Johannesburg. What makes your  
coffee so special?

From the beginning we wanted to serve  
the most authentic coffee that we possibly 
could. Alessandro Morrico, from Tazza  
d’Oro, is fiercely passionate about coffee  
and making sure that true Italian/Roman 
coffee is served at all establishments he 
supplies to. We serve our coffee according to 
very traditional Roman methods and we also 
went for the more robust, and maybe more 
expensive roast, but totally worth it in flavour. 
We all underwent intensive coffee training  
and brought on board Sabelo, without a  
doubt one of the best baristas around.

What is POST’s food philosophy?

“The food offering at POST  
is all about simple and fresh 
meals made up of the best 
local seasonal items that  
we can find.”

Our olive oil is a double gold-winning producer 
from the Cape. We use free range beef from 
the Midlands, the top beef producer in their 
category in South Africa. Our cheese is all local 
and sourced for its quality and taste from small 
bespoke producers to the larger cheese farms. 
Our honey is sourced from throughout South 
Africa; pure, unheated, un-irradiated and un-
clarified, in essence RAW pure honey. Our list 
of suppliers is always changing and adapting as 
we find new and interesting products to use in 
the menu. We make up everything fresh in the 
kitchen and do not use anything readymade.
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Image of POST by Rudi Jeggle

Any future projects in the pipeline?

We feel that POST is a once off kind 
of a thing, infused with custom made 
items and one of a kind people. However, 
we do have plans afoot to expand 
in interesting ways, including a city 
rooftop food-garden alongside the 
shop where we can plant and harvest 
all the fresh produce we would like to 
use and taking more ownership of the 
pavement in subtle ways. As always, we 
are permanently on the lookout for new 
suppliers and produce to use in our ever-
changing and adapting menu, only the 
best will do for our customers.

POST is open from Monday to Friday 
(6:30-4pm) and Saturday (8:30-2pm).

We advise you to take a trip to  
70 Juta Street, Braamfontein,  
as soon as possible.

Image of POST by Leon Krige

Image of POST by Denver Hendricks
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Eatery JHB is the new bright, young, thing in 
the local restaurant scene. Launched at the 
end of March 2011, this little 40-seater bistro 
in Parkmore is testament to the talent and 
determination of its two young owners:  
Shayne Holt and Matt Alcock.

read 

more

EATERY

All images copyright Douglas Bower

EATERY
JHBJHB
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In an industry where young chefs work their way up the 
culinary ladder before they open their own restaurant, this 
gutsy twosome opted for a different approach. driven by 
an intense passion for good food and a desire to do things 
themselves, they transformed a reclaimed car workshop into 
a sophisticated bistro with an industrial edge.  
The restaurants exposed brick walls juxtapose with  
an opulent chandelier that hangs above diners  – a clever 
balance of minimalism and elegance.

but the décor pales in comparison to what these two young 
whippersnappers are putting onto plates. In short, it’s 
delicious. What makes their menu remarkable is both its 
size and quality. Every month their small menu is given 
a complete overhaul – inspired by the seasonal produce 
available from local suppliers.

“there’s always some meat, some 
fish and some vegetarian options, 
with equal emphasis on each 
being amazing…we don’t hold 
onto large stocks of ingredients, 
meaning it’s always fresh.”
unlike so many restaurants, where menus can amount to a 
small novella, Eatery Jhb made a gutsy decision to offer a 
limited menu so that the available dishes are of the utmost 
quality. portions are small and affordable, allowing diners to 
enjoy a 3 to 4 course meal for a very reasonable price.  

both owners are hands-on, regularly switching roles from 
front of house to working in the kitchen, making sure diners 
are happy and the food is great. Servers are friendly and 
attentive, creating an easy and enjoyable dining experience. 
our favourite item on their current menu was the Asian 
spiced Angelfish en papillote with coconut rice, which 
we followed with a sublime and not too sweet grapefruit 
meringue tart. 

Shane and Matt are showing no signs of slowing down.  
They are currently working on extending their restaurant  
to include a tapas/wine bar, as well as a private dining room 
for more intimate functions. As soon as they get their liquor 
license they will be serving up microbrew beers, interesting 
wines and artisanal cocktails. We have no doubt they will go 
down a treat.

Eatery Jhb is open for lunch (12-3pm) and dinner (6-9pm) 
from Monday to Saturday. Tell your friends.
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PrInT
 & 

PACkAgIng

Do you spend a significant amount of time  
looking at design and packaging blogs?  
Do you sometimes buy a book just for its cover?  
Do you have the desire to buy designer furniture 
and drink boutique beers? And last, but not least, 
do you own an Apple product?

If you answered yes to most of the questions above, 
then this feature is just up your alley.  For this issue, 
we have crafted a collection of food-inspired print 
advertising and packaging design that is sure to 
get you all hot and bothered. From some brilliant 
examples of beer packaging to some creative food 
collages we assembled a great spread for all you 
design-orientated folk. Tuck in.

#5
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PACkAgIng

GREEN CHEESE

AT nICEWOrk, WE ArE rATHEr 
fOnD Of CHEESE: gruyErE, 
CAMEMBErT, Or A STInky BLuE 
STILTOn…yOu nAME IT, WE LIkE IT. 

So when we found an example of beautifully 
designed packaging that also involved cheese  
we were completely sold.

Inspired by the fable that the moon is made of cheese, 
British designer Tim Sumner created this impressive 
cheese packaging by drawing reference from the  
surface and cycles of the moon. The fullness of the  
moon on each green Cheese package is cleverly used  
to indicate the strength of the cheese inside it.  
Every moon is beautifully rendered – sourced from  
a series of 19th Century engravings.

Tim Sumner is a graphic design graduate from uCLan 
university in the uk, where he received a D&AD 
Student Award. Currently he is working on getting his 
self-initiated book project called “To Have & To Hold” 
published. We are holding thumbs that it does.  

All images copyright Tim Sumner
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In 2009, Tennessee changed its laws to allow the 
licenced production of whiskey and other spirits. 
This ushered in Ole Smoky Moonshine, the first legal 
moonshine whiskey in Tennessee. founded by Tony 
Breeden, Joe Baker and Cory Cottongim, whose 
families have lived in and around the great Smoky 
Mountains for centuries, Ole Smoky Moonshine  
is a family-run business that sources ingredients  
from local suppliers.

Ole Smoky Moonshine is beautifully packaged in 
Mason Jars, the same way it has been done for 
generations. There are a variety of Ole Smokey 
products, Moonshine Cherries are maraschino 
cherries soaked in moonshine and Ole Smoky Apple 
Pie Moonshine captures the comforting smell of apple 
pie by combining apple juice, cinnamon and homemade 
moonshine. We think their packaging and their 
products are awesome.

PACkAgIng

OLE SMOKY 
MOONSHINE

TrADITIOnALLy, MOOnSHInE 
CAn BE DEfInED AS A POTEnT, 
ILLEgALLy PrODuCED 
DISTILLED BEvErAgE.  

for hundreds of years, moonshiners in 
Tennessee have distilled moonshine covertly, 
with family recipes being passed down through 
generations from the earliest settlers until today.

All images copyright Ole Smoky Moonshine
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Water, Malt, Hops & yeast was born out of a packaging 
assignment. Simon liked the beer-bottle format, so 
he decided to experiment with it by creating a fictional 
organic lager aimed at design and environmentally 
conscious people.

The beer features a customised hand-drawn version of 
the typeface Phaeton, with soft curves to enhance the 
organic feel of the label.  The final result is a simple yet 
aesthetically pleasing beer that we would love to drink. 

PACkAgIng

WATER, MALT, 
HOPS & YEAST

yES, yOu guESSED IT…WE fOunD 
AnOTHEr SuPEr TALEnTED 
SWEDISH PErSOn.  

At the meagre age of 23-years old  
Simon Ålander is already creating sophisticated 
design that would make experienced designers 
jealous. Simon is currently studying Digital Media 
at Hyper Island in karlskrona, Sweden. His two 
passions are custom typography and branding 
that mix analogue and digital techniques.

All images copyright Simon Ålander
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PACkAgIng

BEERD BEER

BEErD IS A rEAL MAn’S DrInk. 
IT DOESn’T PrETEnD TO BE LOW 
In ALCOHOL Or CALOrIES, BuT IT 
IS rAD AnD OTHEr PEOPLE WILL 
THInk yOu’rE rAD fOr DrInkIng IT.

Beerd is the first product line from a local  
nano-brewery in Johannesburg, created by 
Salomien van Heerden, Colin O’Mara Davis  
and Johan Esterhuizen.

“It was started because 
our friends like beer, 
beards and good design, 
so the development of a 
custom brew was pretty 
inevitable. Now we have 
even more friends.”
Johannesburg-based designer and animator gordon Bakkes  
carefully crafted Beerd’s packaging design. The different 
kinds of beards on the labels are used to describe the 
characteristics of each Beerd variant through their inherent 
character associations. “Blondbaard” - loosely translated 
from Afrikaans as “golden beard” - is a lager and a good 
general drinking beer. “rooibaard” or “red beard” is ale with 
a more fruity character. “Swartbaard” or “black beard” is 
a strong, full-bodied stout that is generally the preserve 
of real beer aficionados – and hardened bar trolls. We are 
really pleased to see locals making beautifully designed, 
home-brewed local products. go Beerd!

Beerd is currently investigating the possibility of  
selling to the music festival circuit and market precincts  
in Johannesburg. keep your eyes peeled. If you are  
looking to get your hands on some of these tasty  
brews or you’d like to find out more, please contact 
Salomien: salomien.van.heerden@gmail.com.
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PrInT

ROAD SAFETY  
 TRuST
We really liked this original take on road safety 
awareness, which summarises the food-related 
distractions when travelling on the road.  
This illustrated advert by Blair Sayer is inspired  
by the road Safety Trust’s catch phrase:  

“Distracted brains drive dangerously. Stay focused”. 
So there you have it: make sure you fuel yourself and 
your engine when you hit the road again…public service 
announcement over and out.

Credits:
Advertising Agency:  
Clemenger bbdo,  
Wellington, New Zealand
Executive Creative Director:  
philip Andrew
Art Director:  
Sarah Jackson
Copywriter:  
Jon pickersgill
Agency Producer:  
Marty gray
Account Service:  
Ali bartleet
Illustrator:  
blair Sayer
Animator:  
Watermark ltd
Film Production: 
The picture house
Post Production:  
Aaron hilton
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Credits: 
Advertising Agency:  
McCann Erickson,  
belgrade, Serbia 
Creative Directors:  
Jana Savic rastovac 
Vladimir Cosic 
Art Director / Copywriter:  
Marko prokic 
Additional credits:  
yaniv Melinarski 
Milos Stankovic

PrInT

MTV: I uSED  
 TO BE FAT
A tongue-in-cheek print ad for the MTv  
weight-loss show “I used To Be fat”  
that uses graphic wit by playing on the  
iconic shape of McDonald’s “golden arches” – 
one of the culprits for the massive rise in 
obesity in the united States. 
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Credits: 
Advertising Agency:  
ddb, New Zealand 
Executive Creative Director:  
Toby Talbot 
Art Director:  
Julia ferrier 
Copywriter:  
Jennie liddell 
Head of Art:  
dave brady 
Account Directors:  
Amiee Mc Cammon 
Serena Stevens 
Photographer:  
Meek 
Retoucher:  
Cameron Jones 
Typographer:  
Casey king 
Account manager:  
Alaina luxmoore

PrInT

HEINZ: 
SERIOuSLY 
GOOD
Heinz’s latest “Seriously good” campaign 
takes playing with your food to another level. 
To promote the delectable Heinz range of 
mayonnaise, pasta sauces and pasta bakes, 
DDB, created a series of food-inspired collages 
in the shape of various foodstuffs. We think it’s 
a seriously good campaign.
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Some of the most rewarding projects we have worked on are those 
where we really make a difference in another person’s life. Gift is an 
awesome gentleman, who can be found outside our offices at The 
Media Mill in Milpark. He brightens his customer’s days by washing 
their cars with expert precision and a smile. We can always trust him 
to do an amazing job. Sadly not a lot of people know about Gift and his 
incredible car washing service, so we decided to put our heads together 
to help him spread the word.

Nicework SHowcASe:

Gift’s incredible car Wash
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An eye-catching, portable sign was identified as the best medium to 
help Gift promote his services. One of our designers, Rowan Toselli, 
headed the project, creating a design that drew inspiration from old 
cinema tickets, wood block typography posters and vintage beer 
packaging. The design was drawn up in illustrator and hand cut 
(for many hours!) as a stencil and spray-painted onto marine plywood. 
1940’s movie posters inspired the final colour palette. To complete the 
process, the wooden sign was sealed with UV protected varnish to help 
it last in the sun. 

Gift now enjoys more business, which we are proud to be a small part 
of. If you would like to see a video of the process, click here. If you 
happen to be in the Milpark area and your car is in need of a good 
clean, be sure to pop over to Gift’s Incredible Car Wash for the best car 
wash you have ever experienced. As Mister Miyagi says, 
“wax on, wax off ”…

All images copyright Nicework
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ten 
thinGs  

the food edition

Since the theme for our current issue is 
“forks & knives”, we asked three people with 
a creative or culinary approach to curate and 
photograph a collection of food-related objects 
from their homes.   
 
Louise Hildebrand, creative director at Blue 
Moon, created an interesting assortment 
of exotic food and cookery equipment. We 
also enlisted the creative talents of Deirdre 
Pretorius, who is Head of the graphic Design 
Department at The university of Johannesburg, 
to give us a sneak peek of her aesthetically 
pleasing kitchen objects. Chocolatier and 

Pâtissier, katelynne Woolridge, rounds off a 
delicious Ten Things feature with all things 
confectionary. A big thank you to Louise, 
Deirdre and katelynne  
for being involved.

But wait…there is more! Since we fancy 
ourselves as individuals who enjoy making and 
eating food, nicework decided to create our 
own Ten Things assembled from a random 
selection of objects from our kitchens at work 
and home. We think it is a good representation 
of our eclectic personalities. 

Each issue we ask interesting people to select and photograph ten things that they like, 
enjoy, appreciate or get inspired by. 
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Photo credit: Chanel Rossouw.

deirdre pretorius is the head of the graphic 
design department at the university of 
Johannesburg. her speciality is 20th Century 
protest posters and printed propaganda from 
South Africa. She has given numerous public 
lectures and published a number of articles 
in the popular press and academic journals. 
deirdre has practiced as a freelance graphic 
designer, co-curated two digital exhibitions, had 
one solo exhibition and participated in a number 
of group exhibitions.

We asked this creative powerhouse to create a 
food-inspired Ten Things and we were mightily 
impressed with what she came up with.
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1.	 Cooking	with	the	Housewive’s	League:  
A gift from my mom when I left home

2.	 Ceramics	from	Cyrildene: A kitchen staple

3.	 Retro	tin: One of a set of four, for decorative 
purposes only

4.	 Salt	and	pepper	shakers: Wedding gift,  
in daily use, looks like us

5.	 Stripy	cups	and	mugs: Tea tastes just right  
in a stripy cup

6.	 Toys: We like them

7.	 Salt: no kitchen should be without it

8.	 Sugar: goes well with tea in stripy cups

9.	 Flour: Soft and fluffy

10.	Tomato	sauce	container: Looks like a tomato

1.

2.

8.

9.

4.

3.

10.

5.

6.

7.
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louise hildebrand has worked as a film 
researcher, a chef, a travel guide writer and 
a fashion stylist before a five-year stint as 
publisher and editor of Sl magazine. She 
currently works as a creative director at  
blue Moon. She has also written for gQ, 
business day and globetrotter among others.  
We were very lucky to showcase this lovely 
collection of things created by a lady  
with many creative talents.
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1.	 Spice	Tray: It’s very important to 
organise one’s spices. Very.

2.	 Butter: Never margarine…ever…ugh.

3.	 Orange: good for avoiding the flu, good 
with pancakes and butter, excellent 
with fish, the friend of beetroot soup. 
It makes great juice too.  

4.	 Vanilla	Chai	Tea: Most recently used 
to make homemade ice cream. you can 
smoke oily fish at home with a teabag 
of chai tea for when you’re feeling 
clever and brave. 

5.	 Bean	There	Coffee: The only coffee  
in the world. 

6.	 Measuring	Spoons: baking is not one 
of those ‘dash of ’ or ‘approximately’ 
kind of things. Avoid flops by 
measuring correctly. 

7.	 Japanese	Udon	Noodles: for shiitake 
and sesame udon broth with roast pork 
belly that’s all. 

8.	 Camembert	Cheese: best with large 
crusty bread and preserved ginger, 
enjoyed sitting on a blanket under a 
tree.

9.	 Basmati	Rice: See spice tray above,  
basmati rice always seems to come  
in great packaging.

10.Tomato: The humble tomato, a very 
underrated fruit that can be made into 
a sandwich, a curry, a pasta, a salad, a 
jam and a cocktail. What’s not to love?

8.9.

7. 4.

1.2.

10. 3. 5. 6.
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katelynne Wooldridge is a 23-year old Chocolatier and 
pâtissier who works at the lindt Chocolate Studio in 
Johannesburg.  of course we didn’t hesitate to ask her to 
be involved in our Ten Things feature. prepare yourselves 
for something sweet…
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1.	 Tart	Tins: These simple little tins are some of my favorite things 
because they allow me to create bespoke miniature creations. not 
to mention the greedy glee on peoples faces when they know they 
can have it all to themselves!

2.	 Strawberries: Strawberries are one of my favorite fruits. nothing 
says South African summer like fresh fruit and a light, sugary, 
buttery crunch after a Sunday braai.

3.	 Vanilla	Pods: The first truly decadent ingredient I ever used! The 
most simple vanilla sponge becomes slightly sinful when you swap 
cheap vanilla essence for a generous helping of the real thing!

4.	 Cup	Measures: utilitarianism doesn’t exist with chocolate and 
pastry, so I tend to choose very beautiful versions of very run-of-
the-mill kitchen tools. These cup measures are impractical in so 
many ways, but they are gorgeous to look at, so I use them!

5.	 The	First	Testament: This was my grannies recipe notebook. I 
know almost all of the recipes off by heart. not a bad thing, as 
most of the pages have faded to become almost illegible. But I 
must admit, I still take it down and open it on the counter when I 
bake at home.

6.	 Chocolate: need I say more?

7.	 A	Sharp	Edge: nothing is more important in the kitchen than a 
good knife, even for a Chocolatier.

8.	 Sugar	Thermometer: for me this really marks the difference 
between home baking and true confectionary. If a single degree is 
going to change things you know you have fallen off the edge and 
become a professional sweet nut.

9.	 Eggs: The king ingredient	-  without eggs our culinary world would 
be a lot smaller, more dull and have less textures than  
an egg itself.

10.	 Cream: Cream as decoration or a secret ingredient, carefully 
measured and hidden amongst something else, makes everything 
a little bit better… 

11.	 Granite: The perfect surface to work on with chocolate and 
pastries - it is such a stark contrast to what I make.

1.

7.

9.

11.

5.

3.
4.

2.

6.

8.

10.
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Nicework is a design and communications company 
that offers a small range of expert services to help 
businesses realise their branding and online goals. 
We are based in Johannesburg and we love  
new projects.

our diverse interests range from rock climbing, to 
baking, drawing and cage fighting. yes, we are an 
eclectic bunch. We also love food so we couldn’t 
resist taking a stab at our very own Ten Things 
feature. We ransacked the cupboards in our homes 
and at work to find the objects that best reflected us. 
We hope that you like it.
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1.	 Silver	Tea	Container: Tea is a very 
important part of working at nicework.  
If your abilities include making an excellent 
cup of tea then you’ll fit right in with us.

2.	 Coffee	Grinder: Coffee is the fuel that keeps 
us going when we have to work late  
into the night. 

3.	 Black	Cat	(no	black	belt): This jar of peanut 
butter was a prop for an animation that we 
did for a client recently. It is also the staple 
diet of most of the people who work  
at nicework.

4.	 Toast: When in doubt…there is always toast.

5.	 Japanese	Folding	Knife: We are so bad ass 
that we only cut our toast with fine  
Japanese steel. 

6.	 Hendrick’s	Gin: A great drink with 
beautifully designed packaging. It pleases 
our eyes and our tastebuds.

7.	 Alessi	Corkscrew: A fancy gift from one of 
our favourite clients: Demographica.

8.	 Willie’s	Cacao: Delicious artisanal dark 
chocolate for those of us who can’t resist 
something sweet.

9.	 Lyle’s	Golden	Syrup: We love this tin 
because it features great design and 
typography coupled with slightly off-beat 
content. kind of like us.

10.	Coca-Cola: This bottle has been with us 
from the beginning, we aren’t sure where it 
comes from, nor do we know if its contents 
are still drinkable. But it’s become part of 
the nicework family, so we couldn’t  
leave it out.
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